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Abstract: We define non-relativistic string in the background with non-trivial metric.
Then we analyze its properties when we focus on integrability of this string in AdS5 × S5
background.
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1. Introduction
Recently systems with non-relativistic symmetries were intensively studied from different
points of view and in different situations. For example, condensed matter systems are
analyzed 1 using holographic mapping since it is well known that holography is useful tool
for the study of relativistic strongly coupled field theory using Einstein classical gravity in
the bulk [12, 13, 14]. Non-relativistic symmetry plays also fundamental role in the famous
P. Horˇava’s proposal [16] of renormalizable Quantum Gravity, for recent review, see [17].
Non-relativistic gravities were also analyzed recently in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 32].
Non-relativistic theory can be also defined when we perform specific limiting procedure
on the level of relativistic actions for fundamental strings and Dp-branes [24, 25, 26, 2, 27,
1, 28, 3] 2. Further, non-relativistic limits can lead to new solvable sectors of string theory.
Famous example is the analysis performed in [2] that leads to a new solvable sector of
superstring theory on AdS5×S5. Very recently interesting proposal of alternative definition
of non-relativistic string was introduced in [35] and its relation with the dual sectors of
CFT was discussed.
The goal of this paper is to analyze non-relativistic limit of fundamental string in the
background with non-trivial metric, as was defined recently in [1]. We begin with the
Nambu-Gotto action for fundamental string in the background with non-trivial metric and
perform non-relativistic limiting procedure as in [1]. However due to the fact that the
target space-time metric is not flat we find that there is a non-trivial divergent term in the
action and we argue that it can be canceled when we introduce background NSNS two form
that electrically couples to Nambu-Gotto string. Then we find that the limiting procedure
1For recent review, see [15].
2Another very interesting limit that can be performed on the world-volume of extended objects in string
theory is Carroll limit, see for example [30, 31, 33, 29].
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is well defined and we obtain an action for non-relativistic string in general background.
Using this form of the action we analyze whether it is possible to impose uniform gauge
fixing for this string with analogy with the relativistic case [7, 8], for review, see [9]. In
order to do this we have to find Hamiltonian form of non-relativistic string in general
background and then to fix two first class constraints. After then we find the uniform
gauge fixed Hamiltonian for non-relativistic string and study its properties.
As the next step we focus on the integrability property of the non-relativistic string.
In the first case we study the situation where metric in the directions where non-relativistic
limit was performed is flat while the metric in the transverse space corresponds to some
group manifold. In this case we very easily find that the non-relativistic string is integrable.
As the second case we consider non-relativistic string in AdS5 × S5 where we perform
non-relativistic limit along time direction in AdS5 and one angular direction in S
5. We
determine the form of the background NSNS two form that is needed in order to be this
procedure well defined. Then we use the factorization property of the coset representative
[7] to find non-relativistic string on AdS5 × S5 background. We find Lax connection and
we argue that it is flat when all world-sheet modes obey the equations of motion. We also
determine Poisson brackets between spatial components of Lax connection and we argue
that it takes the standard form that implies an existence of infinite number of conserved
charges that are in involution.
Let us outline our results and suggest possible open problems and directions for further
study. We find an action for non-relativistic string in general background and we analyze
its properties. Then we study integrability of this string and we argue that it can be
integrable and find corresponding Lax connection. However it is important to stress one
open problem in this construction that is related to an existence of specific background
NSNS two form which is needed in order to cancel divergence that arises in the non-
relativistic procedure. The problem is that it is not clear whether this background field
solves supergravity equations of motion when it depends on the transverse coordinates. In
case when this two form is constant we find that the equations of motion are obeyed but
the general case deserves further study. It would be also nice to see whether non-relativistic
string has giant magnon like solutions and it would be nice to find corresponding dispersion
relations [36]. We hope to return to these problems in future.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section (2) we introduce non-
relativistic string in the general background and study its properties. Then in section (3)
we find canonical form of this action and determine its constraint structure. In section (4)
we perform uniform gauge fixing of this string and determine corresponding Hamiltonian.
In section (5) we analyze integrability of non-relativistic string.
2. Non-Relativistic String in Non-Trivial Background
Let us consider Nambu-Gotto action for fundamental string
S = −τ˜F
∫
dσdτ
√− det gαβ , gαβ = GMN∂αx˜M∂βx˜N +Gµν∂αx˜µ∂βx˜ν , (2.1)
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where GMN is the metric on the transverse space with coordinates x˜
M , M,N = 2, . . . , 9
that depend on x˜M but not on x˜µ. We presume that the metric Gµν does not depend on
x˜0 ≡ t˜ and x˜1 ≡ φ˜ while generally it is a function of x˜M .
Following [1, 2] we define non-relativistic limit in the form
x˜M = XM , x˜µ = ωXµ , µ = 0, 1 , τ˜F = τF , (2.2)
where ω is dimensionless parameter that goes to ∞ in the non-relativistic limit. Using
(2.2) we find that gαβ is equal to
gαβ = GMN∂αX
M∂βX
N + ω2∂αX
µ∂βX
νGµν ≡
≡ ω2aαβ +GMN∂αXM∂βXN
(2.3)
and hence the action (2.1) takes the form in the limit ω →∞
S = −τFω2
∫
dτdσ
√
− deta− τF
2
∫
dτdσ
√
− detaaαβ∂βXM∂αXNGMN ,
(2.4)
where the first term diverges in the limit ω → ∞. Let us analyze the first term in more
details. Since aαβ is 2× 2 matrix and since ∂αXµ is 2× 2 matrix as well we can write
det a = detGµν(det ∂αX
µ)2 , (2.5)
where
det ∂αX
µ = ∂τ t∂σφ− ∂σt∂τφ . (2.6)
Then we can write the divergent contribution in (2.4) as
Sdiv = −τFω2
∫
dτdσ
√
− detGµν(∂τ t∂σφ− ∂σ∂τφ) =
= −τFω2
∫
dτdσ
√− detGµνǫαβ∂αt∂βφ ,
(2.7)
where ǫτσ = −ǫστ = 1. On the other hand it is well known that fundamental string couples
to NSNS two form field where the coupling term has generally the form
SNSNS =
τ˜F
2
∫
dτdσ(BMN ǫ
αβ∂αx˜
M∂βx˜
N +Bµνǫ
αβ∂αx˜
µ∂βx˜
ν) . (2.8)
Let us now presume that BMN components are zero so that in the non-relativistic limit we
find
SNSNS = τFω
2
∫
dτdσBtφǫ
αβ∂αt∂βφ . (2.9)
Now when Btφ =
√− detGµν we find that two divergent contributions (2.7) and (2.9)
cancel each other and we are left with the action for non-relativistic string in the form
SNR = −τF
2
∫
dτdσ
√
− detaaαβ∂βXM∂αXNGMN . (2.10)
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This action has formally the same form as Polyakov’s action with the crucial difference
that the metric aαβ depends on the coordinates X
µ and the target space metric Gµν
that generally depends on XM . To see this more explicitly we determine from (2.10) the
equations of motion for XM and Xµ. In the first case we find
∂α[GMN∂βX
Naβα
√
− det a]− 1
2
√
− detaaαβ∂βXK∂αXL∂MGKL −
− Tαβ
√
− deta∂αXµ∂MGµν∂βXν = 0 ,
(2.11)
where we defined Tαβ(σα) as
Tαβ = − 1√− deta(σα) δSNRδaαβ(σα) . (2.12)
Using this notation we find that the equations of motion for Xµ have the form
∂α[Gµν∂βX
ν
√
− detaTαβ] = 0 .
(2.13)
Let us solve the equation (2.13) with the ansatz
Tαβ = 0 (2.14)
even if it is possible that this is too restrictive condition and more general solutions can be
found. Despite of this fact let us analyze consequence of the equation (2.14). Explicitly,
by definition we have
Tαβ = −1
2
aαβaγδGMN∂γX
M∂δX
N + aαγaβδGMN∂γX
M∂δX
N . (2.15)
Now the solutions of the equations Tαβ = 0 is
aαβ = GMN∂αX
M∂βX
N (2.16)
as can be easily checked. Inserting this solution into (2.11) we find that they correspond to
the equations of motion derived from the Nambu-Gotto form of the non-relativistic action
SNG = −
∫
dτdσ
√− detGMN∂αXM∂βXN .
3. Hamiltonian Analysis of Non-Relativistic String
Now we perform Hamiltonian analysis of the action (2.10), following analysis performed
recently in [3]. We start with 1 + 1 decomposition of the matrix aαβ as it is well known
from 3 + 1 formalism of General Relativity [4, 5]
aαβ =
(
−n2 + nσhσσnσ nσ
nσ hσσ
)
, aαβ =
(
− 1
n2
nσ
n2
nσ
n2
hσσ − nσnσ
n2
)
, (3.1)
– 4 –
where nσ = hσσnσ , h
σσ = 1
hσσ
. Comparing (3.1) with aαβ = Gµν∂αX
µ∂βX
ν we find
hσσ = ∂σX
µ∂σX
νGµν , nσ = ∂τX
µGµν∂σX
ν ,
n2 = −∂τXµ(Gµν −Gµρ∂σXρhσσ∂σXωGων)∂τXν ≡ −∂τXµVµν∂τXν
(3.2)
and hence the action (2.10) has the form
SNR =
τF
2
∫
dτdσ
√
hσσn(∇nXM∇nXNGMN − hσσ∂σXM∂σXNGMN ) (3.3)
which is suitable for the Hamiltonian analysis. From (3.3) we obtain following conjugate
momenta
pM = τF
√
hσσGMN∇nXN ,
pµ =
τF
2n
√
hσσVµν∂τX
ν [GMN∇nXM∇nXN + hσσ∂σXM∂σXNGMN ]−
− τF
√
hσσGµν∂σX
νhσσ∂σX
MGMN∇nXN .
(3.4)
From the last relation we see that it is natural to define object ωµ in the form
ωµ ≡ pµ +Gµν∂σXνhσσ∂σXMpM = Vµν∂τX
ν
n
[
pMG
MNpN
2τF
√
hσσ
+
τF
2
√
hσσh
σσ∂σX
M∂σX
NGMN
]
.
(3.5)
To proceed further we use the fact that
Vµν∂σX
ν = 0 , VµσG
σρVρν = Vµν . (3.6)
which together with (3.5) imply two primary constraints
Hσ = ωµ∂σXµ = pµ∂σXµ + pM∂σXM ≈ 0 ,
H˜τ = ωµGµνων + 1√
hσσ
[
1
2τF
pMG
MNpN +
τF
2
∂σX
M∂σX
NGMN
]2
≡
≡ ωµωµ +Σ2 ≈ 0 .
(3.7)
Since by definition −ωµGµνων is positive we can rewrite H˜τ into the form
H˜τ = Σ2 − (
√−ωµGµνων)2 = (Σ−√−ωµGµνων)(Σ +√−ωµGµνων) ≈ 0 . (3.8)
Due to the fact that Σ and
√−ωµGµνων are positive definite it is natural to replace H˜τ
with equivalent primary constraint in the form
Hτ = Σ−
√−ωµGµνων ≈ 0 . (3.9)
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Note that the opposite case when we would demand that Σ+
√−ωµGµνων is a constraint,
would be equivalent to the situation when we should impose Σ ≈ 0 and √−ωµGµνων ≈ 0
separately and hence the theory would be over constrained.
Having determined primary constraints of the theory we find that the extended Hamil-
tonian with primary constraints included has the form (Note that the bare Hamiltonian
defined as HB =
∫
dσ(pµ∂τX
µ + pM∂τX
M − L) is zero.)
HE =
∫
dσ(λτHτ + λσHσ) . (3.10)
As the next step we determine Poisson bracket between smeared form of the constraints
Hτ ,Hσ defined as
Tτ (N) =
∫
dσNHτ , Tσ(Nσ) =
∫
dσNσHσ . (3.11)
First of all it is easy to see that
{Tσ(Nσ),Tσ(Mσ)} = Tσ(Nσ∂σMσ −Mσ∂σNσ) .
(3.12)
To proceed further we need Poisson bracket betweenTσ(N
σ) and rest of canonical variables.
It is useful to write ωµ as
ωµ = pµ+Gµν∂σX
νhσσ∂σX
MpM = (δ
ρ
µ−Gµν∂σXνhσσ∂σXρ)pρ+Gµν∂σXνhσσHσ ≈ V ρµ pρ
(3.13)
and hence we find
{Tσ(Nσ), hσσ} = −Nσ∂σhσσ − 2∂σNσhσσ ,
{Tσ(Nσ), hσσ} = −Nσ∂σhσσ + 2∂σNσhσσ ,
{Tσ(Nσ), ωµ} = −∂σ(Nσωµ)
(3.14)
so that
{Tσ(Nσ),Tτ (M)} = Tτ (Nσ∂σM) .
(3.15)
Finally we calculate the Poisson bracket between Tτ (N),Tτ (M). Following [3] and after
some calculations we find
{Tτ (N),Tτ (M)} = Tσ((N∂σM −M∂σN)hσσ) .
(3.16)
These results show that the constraints Hτ ≈ 0 ,Hσ ≈ 0 are the first class constraints that
reflect two dimensional diffeomorphism invariance of the non-relativistic string world-sheet.
Before we proceed to the analysis of gauge fixed theory we determine equations of motion
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using an extended Hamiltonian HE. Note that all metric components generally depend on
XM but do not dependent on Xµ. Then we obtain
∂τX
µ = {Xµ,HE} = λτ V
µνpν√−ωµωµ + λ
σ∂σx
µ ,
∂τpµ =
= ∂σ
[
λτ
hσσ
√−ωµωµ (−pµ∂σX
ρpρ +Gµσ∂σX
σpρG
ρσpσ)− λτ Gµσ∂σX
σ
hσσ
Hτ + λσpµ
]
≈
≈ ∂σ
[
λτ
hσσ
√−ωµωµ (−pµ∂σX
ρpρ +Gµσ∂σX
σpρG
ρσpσ) + λ
σpµ
]
,
(3.17)
where
V ρσ = Gρσ − ∂σXρhσσ∂σXσ . (3.18)
The equations of motion for XM have the form
∂τX
M =
{
XM ,HE
}
=
λτ
τF
√
hσσ
GMNpN + λ
σ∂σX
M .
(3.19)
In case of the equations of motion for pM we would get much more complicated result
due to the explicit dependence of V µν , hσσ on X
M . Lucky we will not need them in what
follows.
4. Uniform Gauge for Non-Relativistic String
In this section we find gauge fixed Hamiltonian for non-relativistic string in uniform gauge,
following mainly [7, 10, 11] when we presume that the background metric has the form
ds2 = Gttdt
2 +Gφφdφ
2 +GMNdx
MdxN .
(4.1)
Following [10, 11] we introduce light cone coordinates
x− = φ− t , x+ = (1− a)t+ aφ (4.2)
with inverse relations
t = x+ − ax− , φ = x+ + (1− a)x− , (4.3)
where a is a free parameter a ∈ (0, 1). Using this definition it is easy to find following
components of metric
G++ = Gtt +Gφφ , G−− = Gtta
2 + (1− a)2Gφφ , G+− = −aGtt + (1− a)Gφφ (4.4)
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with inverse
G++ =
Gtta
2 + (1− a)2Gφφ
GttGφφ
, G−− =
Gtt +Gφφ
GttGφφ
,
G+− =
aGtt − (1− a)Gϕϕ
GttGϕϕ
.
(4.5)
Now we are ready to impose the uniform light cone gauge fixing [7, 10, 11] when we
introduce two gauge fixing constraints
G+ ≡ x+ − τ ≈ 0 , G− ≡ p− − J ≈ 0 . (4.6)
It is also important to stress that we have to ensure the preservation of these constrains
during the time evolution of the system. Explicitly, the extended Hamiltonian with primary
constraints and gauge fixing constraints included has the form
HT =
∫
dσ(λτHτ + λσHσ + u+G+ + u−G−) . (4.7)
Now the requirement of the preservation of the constraint G+ ≈ 0 implies following equation
for λτ
d
dτ
G+ = ∂G+
∂t
+ {G+,HT } = −1 + λτ V
+νpν√−ωµGµνων + λσ∂σx+ =
= −1 + λτ 1√−(ωµGµνων)(V ++p+ + V +−p−)
(4.8)
that can be solved for λτ as
λτ =
√−ωµGµνων
(V ++p+ + V +−p−)
=
Σ
V ++p+ + V +−p−
, (4.9)
where in the second step we used the constraint Hτ = 0. As the next step we determine
the time evolution of the constraint G−
d
dτ
G− = {G−,HT } = ∂σ
[
pM∂σX
M
J(V ++p+ + V +−p−)hσσ
Σ+ λσJ
]
= 0
(4.10)
using following Poisson bracket
{
p−(σ),Σ(σ
′)
}
=
1
hσσ(σ′)
Σ(σ′)∂σ′δ(σ − σ′)G−−(σ′)∂σ′X−(σ′) . (4.11)
The equation (4.10) can be solved for λσ as
λσ(τ, σ) = − pM∂σX
MG−−
J2hσσ(V ++p+ + V +−p−)
(4.12)
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up to an arbitrary function f(τ). The fact, that the Lagrange multiplier λσ is fixed up to
the function f(τ) suggests an existence of the global constraint defined as
Tσ =
∫
dσHσ . (4.13)
Then we have to separate this constraint from the local one Hσ. To do this we define
following local constraint
H˜σ = Hσ −
√
hσσ∫
dσ′
√
hσσ
Tσ , (4.14)
where H˜σ is restricted since ∫
dσH˜σ = 0 . (4.15)
Then it is clear that we can write the contribution of the diffeomorphism constraint to the
total Hamiltonian in the form ∫
dσ(λ˜σH˜σ) + f(τ)Tσ , (4.16)
where again by definition
∫
dσλ˜σ = 0 so that the requirement of the preservation of the
constraint G− implies λ˜σ = 0. It is also clear that G− ≈ 0 does not fix the constraint Tσ
since
{G−(σ),Tσ} = ∂σp− = 0 (4.17)
using the fact that Tσ is the generator of the global transformations
{pM ,Tσ} = ∂σpM ,
{
XM ,Tσ
}
= ∂σX
M . (4.18)
As the final step we analyze the requirement of the preservation of the constraints Hτ , H˜σ.
We begin with H˜σ and we obtain
∂τHσ = {Hσ,HE} = −u+∂σX+ − ∂σ(p−u−) ≈ −J∂σ(u−) = 0
(4.19)
that implies that u− = 0 since we presume that this Lagrange multiplier does not include
zero mode since G− fixes the constraint H˜σ. Using this result we easily determine the
equation of motion for Hτ ≈ 0
∂τHτ = {Hτ ,HE} ≈
∫
dσu+(σ) {Hτ ,G+(σ)} = 0
(4.20)
that implies u+ = 0.
Let us now determine Hamiltonian on the reduced phase space. Due to the gauge
fixing we find that Hτ , H˜σ vanishes strongly so that the action has the form
S =
∫
dτdσ(pµ∂τX
µ + pM∂τX
M − λτHτ − λ˜σH˜σ)−
∫
dτf(τ)Tσ =
=
∫
dτdσ(pM∂τX
M + p+)−
∫
dτf(τ)Tσ
(4.21)
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and we see that it is natural to identify −p+ as the Hamiltonian density for the reduced
phase space. We express the dependence p+ on pM when we solve the constraints Hτ =
0, H˜σ = 0
p+ =
−V +− ±
√
V +−V +−J2 − V ++(J2V −− +Σ2)
V ++
(4.22)
so that the reduced Hamiltonian has the form
Hred =
∫
dσ
(
V +−
V ++
J − 1
V ++
√
V +−V +−J2 − V ++(J2V −− +Σ2)
)
+ f(τ)Tσ ,
(4.23)
where we have chosen + sign in front of the square root in order to have positive definite
Hamiltonian The Hamiltonian (4.23) seems to be rather complicated expression. First of
all we see that it is a function of Σ2 rather than Σ as in relativistic case [7]. Further, Σ
depends on hσσ that on the constraint surface is equal to
hσσ = ∂σX
−∂σX
−G−− =
1
J2
(pM∂σX
M )2G−− . (4.24)
We also find that on the constraint surface the projectors V ++, V +− and V −− are equal
to
V ++ = G++ , V +− = G+− , V −− =
G−−G−− − 1
G−−
.
(4.25)
Using the Hamiltonian on the reduced phase space we derive equations of motion for XM
as
∂τX
M =
{
XM ,Hred
}
=
1√
KτF
√
hσσ
GMNpNΣ− 1
J2hσσ
√
K
∂σX
MG−−(pN∂σX
N )Σ ,
(4.26)
where
K = (V +−J)2 − V ++(V −−J2 +Σ2) . (4.27)
As a check, we can compare this equation of motion with the equations of motion given
in (3.19) using the values of the Lagrange multipliers λτ , λ˜σ determined by gauge fixing
procedure. Explicitly, inserting (4.9) and (4.12) into (3.19) we obtain
∂τX
M =
Σ
τF (G++p+ +G+−p−)
√
hσσ
GMNpN − ΣpN∂σX
NG−−
J2(G++p+ +G+−p−)hσσ
∂σX
M
=
1√
KτF
√
hσσ
GMNpNΣ− 1
J2hσσ
√
K
∂σX
MG−−Σ(pN∂σX
N ) ,
(4.28)
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using
G++p+ +G
+−p− =
√
K . (4.29)
We see that (4.28) coincide with (4.26) which is a nice check of our procedure. We can
use these equations of motion to invert Hamiltonian on the reduced phase space to corre-
sponding Lagrangian density for the physical degrees of freedom and we can analyze its
properties. In particular, it would be interesting to study equations of motion that follow
from this Lagrangian and try to find solutions that have similar properties as giant magnon
[36]. We hope to return to this problem in future.
5. Integrability of Non-Relativistic String
Let us now discuss the question of the integrability of the non-relativistic string. As the
first case we consider situation when the target space-time metric has the form
ds2 = ηµνdX
µdXν +GMNdX
MdXN , (5.1)
where
GMN = E
A
M E
B
N KAB , KAB = Tr(TATB) , (5.2)
where
g−1∂αg = g
−1∂Mg∂αX
M = E AM TA∂αX
M , (5.3)
and where by definition E AM obey the equation
∂ME
A
N − ∂NE AM + E BM E CN f ABC = 0 , (5.4)
where g is the group element from some group F that defines group manifold with the
metric GMN given above. TA are basis elements of the Lie algebra of this group with the
corresponding metric KAB . Finally the constants f
C
AB are defined as [TA, TB ] = f
C
AB TC .
Since the metric Gµν = ηµν is flat we find that the background NSNS two form that
is needed for the cancelation of the divergent contribution is equal to
Btφ = 1 (5.5)
that clearly solves the background equations of motion and hence non-relativistic string
can be consistently defined. Then we propose following Lax connection in the form
Lσ(Λ) =
1
1− Λ2 [E
A
M ∂σX
M +ΛaταE AM ∂αX
M
√
− det a] ,
Lτ (Λ) =
1
1− Λ2 [E
A
M ∂τX
M − ΛaσαE AM ∂αXM
√
− det a]
(5.6)
and we are going to argue that it is flat. As the first step we show that the equation of
motion for XM have the form
KABE
A
M ∂α[E
B
N ∂βX
Naβα
√
− deta] = 0 ,
(5.7)
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using (5.4) and the fact that aαβ does not depend on X
M . Now due to the invertibility of
E AM we see that the equations of motion for X
M can be written into an equivalent form
∂α[E
A
M ∂βX
Maβα
√
− det a] = 0 (5.8)
and hence we easily find that the Lax connection (5.6) is flat
∂τL
A
σ − ∂σLAτ + L Bτ L Cσ f ABC = 0 . (5.9)
We see that the theory is trivially integrable since the non-relativistic limit was performed
in the flat space. It is more interesting to consider the case when the whole space-time
corresponds to group manifold as for example AdS5 × S5 space-time.
5.1 Non-Relativistic Limit of String on AdS5 × S5
More interesting situation occurs when we analyze string on AdS5 × S5. To begin with
we introduce notations and conventions, following very nice paper [7]. The space time
AdS5 × S5 is a coset
AdS5 × S5 = SO(2, 4) × SO(6)/SO(5, 1) × SO(5) (5.10)
so that the string sigma model corresponds to sigma models on group and coset manifolds.
We describe this coset using coset representative where the matrix g has the form
g =
(
ga 0
0 gs
)
. (5.11)
Here ga and gs are following 4× 4 matrices
ga =


0 Z3 −Z2 Z∗1
−Z3 0 Z1 Z∗2
Z2 −Z1 0 −Z∗3
−Z∗1 −Z∗2 Z∗3 0

 , gs =


0 Y1 −Y2 Y∗3
−Y1 0 Y3 Y∗2
Y2 −Y3 0 Y∗1
−Y∗3 −Y∗2 −Y∗1 0

 , (5.12)
where Zk, k = 1, 2, 3 are the complex embedding coordinates for AdS5 and Yk , k = 1, 2, 3
are the complex embedding coordinates for sphere. The matrix ga is an element of the
group SU(2, 2) since it can be shown that
g†aEga = E , E = diag(−1,−1, 1, 1) (5.13)
provided the following condition is satisfied
Z∗1Z1 + Z∗2Z2 −Z∗3Z3 = −1 . (5.14)
In fact ga describes embedding of an element of the coset space SO(4, 2)/SO(5, 1) into
group SU(2, 2) that is locally isomorphic to SO(4, 2). We use this isometry to work with
4 × 4 matrices rather with 6 × 6 ones. Note that due to the explicit choice of the coset
representative above there is not any gauge symmetry left. Quite analogously gs is unitary
gsg
†
s = I , I = diag(1, 1, 1, 1) (5.15)
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on condition that Y∗1Y1 + Y∗2Y2 + Y∗3Y3 = 1. The matrix gs describes an embedding of an
element of the coset SO(6)/SO(5) into SU(4) being isomorphic to SO(6).
The variables Z,Y are related to the variables x˜M and x˜µ in the following way. The
five sphere S5 is parameterized by five variables: coordinates yi , i = 1, . . . , 4 and the angle
variable φ. In terms of six real embedding coordinates Y A , A = 1, . . . , 6 obeying the
condition YAY
A = 1 the parametrization reads
Y1 = Y1 + iY2 = y1 + iy2
1 + y
2
4
, Y2 = Y3 + iY4 = y3 + iy4
1 + y
2
4
,
Y3 = Y5 + iY6 =
1− y2
4
1 + y
2
4
exp(iφ) .
(5.16)
In the same way we describe the AdS5 space when we introduce four coordinates zi and
t. The embedding coordinates ZA that obey ZAZBη
AB = −1 with the metric ηAB =
(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1) is now parameterized as
Z1 = Z1 + iZ2 = −z1 + iz2
1− z2
4
, Z2 = Z3 + iZ4 = −z3 + iz4
1− z2
4
,
Z3 = Z0 + iZ5 =
1 + z
2
4
1− z2
4
exp(it) .
(5.17)
Note that the line element for AdS5 × S5 takes the form
ds2 = −(1 +
z2
4
)2
(1− z2
4
)2
dt2 +
1
(1− z2
4
)2
dzidzi +
(
1− y2
4
1 + y
2
4
)2
dφ2 +
1
(1 + y
2
4
)2
dyidyi .
(5.18)
In other words, x˜M = (yi, zi). Our goal is to find Lax connection for non-relativistic
theory where we define non-relativistic string performing limiting procedure along t and φ
coordinates. Following general discussion in the second section this fact implies that there
should be non-zero two form
Btφ =
√
− detGµν =
√−GttGφφ = (1 + z
4
4
)(1− y2
4
)
(1− z2
4
)(1 + y
2
4
)
. (5.19)
It is an open question whether such a background B field solves the supergaravity equations
of motion. Despite of this fact let us proceed further and try to analyze flat connection
for this string. In order to find non-relativistic string on this background we proceed as in
[6, 7] and use the fact that gs, ga enjoy following property
gs(y, φ˜) = M(φ˜)gˆs(y)M(φ˜) ,
ga(z, t˜) = N(t)gˆa(z)N(t˜) ,
(5.20)
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where
M(φ) =


e−
i
2
φ 0 0 0
0 e
i
2
φ 0 0
0 0 e
i
2
φ 0
0 0 0 e−
i
2
φ

 , N(t) =


e
i
2
t 0 0 0
0 e
i
2
t 0 0
0 0 e−
i
2
t 0
0 0 0 e−
i
2
t

 , (5.21)
and
gˆa =


0
1+
z2
4
1− z
2
4
−Z2 Z∗1
−1+
z2
4
1− z
2
4
0 Z1 Z∗2
Z2 −Z1 0 −1+
z2
4
1− z
2
4
−Z∗1 −Z∗2
1+
z2
4
1− z
2
4
0


, gˆs =


0 Y1 −Y2 1−
y2
4
1+
y2
4
−Y1 0 1−
y2
4
1+
y2
4
Y∗2
Y2 −1−
y2
4
1+
y2
4
0 Y∗1
−1−
y2
4
1+
y2
4
−Y∗2 −Y∗1 0


. (5.22)
Since N †EN = E we immediately find gˆ†aEgˆa = E. In the same way we find that gˆ
†
sgˆs = I.
Note that in this case the matrix g can be written as
g = MgˆM , M =
(
N(t) 0
0 M(φ)
)
, gˆ =
(
gˆa 0
0 gˆs
)
, (5.23)
where crucially M does not depend on x˜M . Using this fact we now determine components
of the metric GMN as
GMN = Tr(g
−1∂Mgg
−1∂Ng) = Tr(gˆ
−1∂M gˆgˆ
−1∂N gˆ)
(5.24)
using the fact that M does not depend on x˜M . Then we can write
det(Gµν∂αx˜
µ∂βx˜
ν +GMN∂αx˜
M∂βx˜
N ) =
= det(ω2aαβ +Tr(gˆ
−1∂M gˆgˆ
−1∂N gˆ)∂αX
M∂βX
N ) =
= det(ω2aαβ +TrJˆαJˆβ)
(5.25)
and hence non-relativistic limit leads to the action
SNF = −τF
2
∫
dτdσ
√
− detaaαβTrJˆαJˆβ , Jˆα = gˆ−1∂M gˆ∂αXM . (5.26)
Since (5.26) formally looks as Polyakov’s form of string action on group manifold it is
natural to propose Lax connection in the form
Lσ(Λ) =
1
1− Λ2 [Jˆσ + Λa
ταJˆα
√
− det a] ,
Lτ (Λ) =
1
1− Λ2 [Jˆτ − Λa
σαJˆα
√
− det a] .
(5.27)
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To proceed further we determine equations of motion for XM
Eˆ AM KAB∂α[Jˆ
B
β a
βα
√
− deta]− Tαβ
√
− deta∂αXµ∂MGµν∂βXν = 0
(5.28)
that can be rewritten into an equivalent form
∂α[Jˆ
A
β a
βα
√
− deta]−KABEˆ MB Tαβ∂MGµν∂αXµ∂βXν = 0 ,
(5.29)
where we used the fact that we can write
gˆ−1∂M gˆ = Eˆ
A
M TA , GMN = Eˆ
A
M Eˆ
B
N KAB , KAB = Tr(TATB) ,
(5.30)
where by definition
∂M Eˆ
A
N − ∂N Eˆ AM + Eˆ BM Eˆ CN f ABC = 0 . (5.31)
Then it is easy to see that
∂τL
A
σ − ∂σLAτ = −
1
1− Λ2 Jˆ
B
τ Jˆ
C
σ f
A
BC +
Λ
1− Λ2K
ABEˆ MB T
αβ∂MGµν∂αX
µ∂βX
ν .
(5.32)
On the other hand we have
LBτ L
C
σ f
A
BC =
1
1− Λ2 Jˆ
B
τ Jˆ
C
σ f
A
BC
(5.33)
so that together we obtain
∂τL
A
σ − ∂σLAτ + LBτ LCσ f ABC =
Λ
1− Λ2K
ABEˆ MB T
αβ∂MGµν∂αX
µ∂βX
ν .
(5.34)
We see that this current is flat when we solve the equations of motion for Xµ by the ansatz
Tαβ = 0. Note that this condition however implies
aαβ = TrJˆαJˆβ (5.35)
We have shown that the Lax connection LAα is flat. On the other hand the existence
of flat Lax connection is necessary condition of integrability but not sufficient since the
theory is integrable if there is an infinite number of charges in involution, see for example
[37]. Since these charges are defined using monodromy matrix and since this matrix is
constructed with the help of the spatial components of Lax connection it is sufficient
to calculate Poisson brackets between the spatial components of Lax connection for two
– 15 –
different spectral parameters. To do this we have to express the spatial component of Lax
connection for non-relativistic string using canonical variables
LAσ =
1
1− Λ2 [Eˆ
A
M ∂σX
M − 1
τF
ΛEˆ AM G
MNpN ] .
(5.36)
We see very interesting fact that now this component does not depend on matrix aαβ
and hence does not depend on Xµ. This is in sharp contrast with the time component of
the Lax connection where in order to find its canonical form we have to use equations of
motion in order to replace time derivatives with corresponding Poisson brackets between
these variables and Hamiltonian. Now using (5.36) we easily determine corresponding
Poisson brackets between spatial component of the Lax connection for two different spectral
parameters Λ,Γ. Following standard analysis we find
{
LAσ (Λ), L
B
σ (Γ)
}
=
1
(1− Λ2)(1 − Γ2)K
AB∂σδ(σ − σ′)−
− Γ
2
(1− Γ2)(1− Λ2)τF L
C
σ (Λ)f
A
CD K
DBδ(σ − σ′)−
− Λ
2
(1− Γ2)(1− Λ2)τF L
C
σ (Γ)f
A
CD K
DBδ(σ − σ′) .
(5.37)
Then, following [37] we can argue that this theory possesses an infinite number of charges
that are in involution and hence non-relativistic string theory on AdS5 × S5 is integrable.
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